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Abstract– Cardiac involvement in sarcoidosis is currently
under-diagnosed despite being the leading cause of death
amongst sarcoidosis patients. Therefore, accurate and early
diagnosis of subclinical but active cardiac sarcoidosis (ACS) is an
important clinical goal. The recent advent of hybrid
PET/MRI has enabled the multi-parametric and non-invasive
evaluation of ACS in the myocardium at a significantly reduced
radiation exposure. Although cardiac MRI with late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) may visualize the anatomical pattern of
myocardial injury due to ACS, it cannot differentiate between
active disease and old chronic scarring. On the other hand, 18FFDG PET standard uptake values (SUVs), which are used to
identify regions of increased myocardial inflammation in patients
with ACS, may not discriminate ACS-related inflammatory FDG
signal, from high non-specific physiological FDG uptake, often
leading to false positive ACS interpretation. In this study, we
introduce a clinically feasible dynamic 18F-FDG PET/MR
cardiac imaging protocol enabling the 4D analysis of the 18FFDG myocardial uptake pattern, coregistered with the LGE MR
images. In addition, we employ advanced direct 4D Patlak
parametric PET image reconstructions to deliver, beside
standard semi-quantitative SUVs, highly quantitative images of
the physiological parameters of FDG uptake rate (Ki), obtained
directly from the complete 4D PET acquisition data,
for enhanced robustness to statistical noise and Ki quantification.
We believe that our proposed framework of multi-parametric
4D 18F-FDG PET/MR cardiac imaging may substantially
improve
ACS
diagnosis
by
i)
allowing
a more
accurate identification of positive ACS patterns in matched
myocardium regions across LGE, SUV as well as Ki images and
ii) enabling the quantitative Ki-driven differentiation between
true- and false-positive ACS indications for enhanced specificity.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

is a multisystem disease characterized by
granuloma formation, inflammation and fibrosis most
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commonly affecting the lungs and mediastinal lymph nodes
[1],[2], with cardiac involvement considered under-diagnosed,
despite being the leading cause of death amongst sarcoidosis
patients [3-6]. Early steroids intervention appears to improve
prognosis [7-9], making the accurate and early diagnosis of
subclinical but active cardiac sarcoidosis (ACS) an important
clinical goal.
However, establishing diagnostic imaging criteria of high
sensitivity and specificity for ACS remains currently a major
clinical challenge [10-16]. Cardiac MRI with late gadolinium
enhancement (LGE) has previously been introduced as a
standalone imaging modality for the visualization of the
anatomical pattern of myocardial injury due to cardiac
sarcoidosis [17-22]. However, LGE alone cannot differentiate
between active disease and old chronic scarring, thus limiting
the specificity of cardiac MR-based ACS assessments [17]. On
the other hand, 18F-FDG PET has recently been employed to
identify myocardial regions of increased inflammation in ACS
patients [23-30]. However, glucose is the predominant source
of energy consumed by the myocardium, and high nonspecific physiological uptake of 18F-FDG can quite often lead
to false positive ACS assessments [31-40]. Although strict
compliance of patients to high-fat low-carbohydrate diet for at
least 12 hours prior to 18F-FDG PET imaging may switch
from glucose to free-fatty acid heart metabolism and
effectively suppress physiological 18F-FDG uptake in the
myocardium, this strategy has not always been successful,
primarily due to only partial compliance of patients to the
dietary instructions [35-40]. As a result, diffuse or focal-ondiffuse FDG myocardial uptake patterns are often observed
[37], thereby preventing high specificity in diagnosis of
inflammatory heart diseases, such as ACS, in the absence of
other criteria [35],[38],[39].
Nowadays, simultaneous PET/MR hybrid imaging systems
have become available in the clinic, thereby enabling the
precise spatial co-registration of two of the most highly
utilized imaging modalities for heart disease evaluations [4048]. Moreover, by replacing CT with MR, PET/MR can
achieve significantly lower levels of radiation dose, a critical
advantage in clinic, especially for chronic diseases such as
cardiac sarcoidosis, where follow up exams and response to
therapy would be highly useful [14]. Recently, we investigated
the clinical usefulness of PET/MRI in diagnosing ACS by
precisely overlaying myocardial regions of elevated
inflammatory activity, as evaluated by PET, with anatomical
patterns of injury, as determined by cardiac MR, within a
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single unified session of parallel PET and MR acquisitions
[48].
However, despite PET/MR capability for precise coregistration between molecular 18F-FDG-PET and cardiac
MR LGE anatomical patterns in the myocardium, ACS
diagnostic assessments may still be limited with conventional
static 3D PET/MRI protocols relying on semi-quantitative
SUV assessments [49],[50] as well as non-specific FDG
myocardial uptake [32] and LGE patterns [17]. Even at
regions with matching FDG PET and LGE ACS indications,
both modalities may still be associated with important
uncertainties regarding the physiological and pathological
origin of their measurements.
In the case of ACS diagnosis, a characteristic example may
be a myocardial region matching with LGE+ and SUV-based
ACS+ indications, but with a diffuse or focal-on-diffuse FDG
uptake pattern suggesting potential physiological FDG
contribution. In such a scenario, a clear diagnostic ACS
assessment may not be possible as the matched LGE+ pattern
alone may also not be sufficient to establish diagnosis.
Moreover static 3D PET employs the semi-quantitative SUV
metric, which may highly depend on the FDG kinetics and the
subject’s metabolic state during the scan [49],[50].
In this study we propose the dynamic (4D) analysis of 18FFDG PET/MR cardiac data, according to the Patlak family of
graphical analysis methods [51], to enable extraction of the
physiological FDG uptake rate constant Ki image and thus
facilitate the differentiation between ACS-specific and
physiological, i.e. non-specific, myocardial FDG signal.
Usually, the Patlak parameters are estimated indirectly from
the dynamic FDG PET images after the individual
reconstruction of the respective dynamic PET frames
[52],[53]. However, indirect Patlak Ki imaging is expected to
trigger elevated noise levels in the Ki image estimates, due to
the high noise propagation caused by the individual
reconstruction of each short dynamic PET frame [54-56].
Moreover, the indirect parametric imaging method can only
approximate the highly complex noise distribution in their
input dynamic image data, thereby leading to noise-induced
artifacts in the final Ki images [56].
Therefore, we introduce here a direct 4D parametric
maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (ML-EM)
reconstruction method, where the family of robust Patlak
graphical analysis methods was incorporated as an additional
modeling component within the PET reconstruction [57-59].
The new framework enabled the estimation of the FDG Ki
cardiac images directly from the complete 4D PET projection
data. Thus, the complete set of acquired 4D PET data were
utilized during reconstruction thereby retaining the noise in
the Ki images at clinically acceptable levels [55]. Moreover,
the noise was more accurately characterized as it followed the
well-defined Poisson distribution in the projection data space
[56]. As a result, we expect that the proposed 4D cardiac
Patlak imaging framework would limit the noise and enhance
the accuracy of the cardiac FDG Ki images and ultimately
demonstrate a clinical benefit for the diagnostic and
theranostic PET-based ACS assessments in 18F-FDG
PET/MR active cardiac sarcoidosis studies.
Moreover, we employed the principle of optimization
transfer to define an surrogate objective function at every

global tomographic iteration step, that is simpler, thus faster,
to optimize, compared to the global objective function [60].
The surrogate function’s solution can be solved faster in the
4D spatiotemporal space via a Patlak ML-EM reconstruction
algorithm nested within every iteration step of a conventional
tomographic PET image reconstruction framework [61-64].
The new design could then allow the performance of multiple
Ki image updates for every single tomographic update, thus
accelerating the global convergence rate of the Ki images
[59][61].
Our aim is to utilize the latest PET data acquisition
technology, for higher sensitivity, and the large availability in
PET scan time within simultaneous cardiac PET/MR
protocols, due to parallel acquisition of lengthy cardiovascular
MR (CMR) sequences, to sufficiently sample the myocardial
FDG kinetics and subsequently analyze their features together
with coregistered LGE and SUV images to enable truly multiparametric myocardial PET/MR imaging for enhanced
specificity in ACS diagnostic and treatment response
assessments.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Dynamic cardiac PET/MR acquisition protocol
The proposed simultaneous PET/MR acquisition protocol
consists of 90min of list-mode PET acquisition, beginning
10min after the FDG injection. In parallel, a series of cardiac
MR sequences is acquired, including a standard breath-hold
Dixon and a radial vibe free-breathing sequence for the
estimation of MR-based PET attenuation maps, as well as 3D
cardiac MR angiography and LGE sequences [48].[65]
Subsequently, the list-mode PET data are histogrammed into
1x2min, 1x3min and 17x5min dynamic PET sinogram frames
that are later reconstructed independently to produce a
respective set of dynamic PET images and thus measure the
time course of the FDG concentration in the blood plasma,
also known as input function [52],[59]. The input function is
measured from a region-of-interest (ROI) drawn on the center
of the left-ventricle (LV) blood pool across all the dynamic
PET images [52]. Then, the first 10min of the input function,
required to calculate its temporal integral from injection time
in eq. 1, are extrapolated by scaling the late tail section of a
population-based input function model to match on average
our measured input function data at the same post-injection
time period [66],[67].
B. Direct 4D nested standard Patlak reconstruction
The highly robust linear standard Patlak (sPatlak) model has
been selected assuming irreversible FDG kinetics in the
myocardium for this study. The sPatlak model utilizes the
dynamic 4D PET data and the input function to estimate,
through linear regression, the kinetic macro-parameters of the
FDG net uptake rate constant Ki and the total blood
distribution volume V at each voxel with the following
equation [51],[52],[59]:
t

C (t )
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C P (t )

C

P
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0
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 V , t > t*

(1)

where C(t) denotes the measured time-activity curve (TAC) at
each voxel, CP(t) the input function and t* the time after
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which relative kinetic equilibrium between the blood and the
reversible compartment is attained. In this study, our results
suggest t* being approximately 10min [51],[52].
The sPatlak model is directly applied on the dynamic PET
sinograms as an additional modeling component of the system
matrix. It is implemented as iterative expectation
maximization (EM) algorithm, nested within each iteration
cycle of the tomographic ordered subsets EM (OSEM)
reconstruction. The nested EM scheme enables controlled
acceleration of the global OSEM convergence rate by
selecting an optimal number (20 here) of nested Patlak EM
subiterations [59],[60-64].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 1 we present four characteristic in-vivo PET/MR
studies to demonstrate in clinic the significance of the
proposed 4D PET/MR framework in enhancing the specificity
of FDG PET ACS diagnostic assessments.

false ACS+ from physiological FDG signal over both the
diffuse and focal uptake regions. The 3rd case presents a focal
FDG uptake area of modest SUV and Ki (>0.005 & < 0.017)
scores, matching with an LGE+ pattern, which is consistent to
a true ACS+ indication. Finally, the 4th case (4th row) refers to
a diffuse and very low FDG uptake with very small SUV
contrast, relative to the LV blood pool, matched with LGEand very low Ki values (<0.005), which fits to a true ACSindication.
We should note that in Fig. 1 we only employed quantitative
criteria for the Patlak Ki metric to differentiate between true
ACS-, true ACS+ and false ACS+ assessments [48]. On the
contrary, we prefer using only qualitative criteria for the SUV
metric, due to its semi-quantitative nature. It should also be
noted the more precise matching with LGE anatomical
patterns and the enhanced contrast for the more focal Ki signal
distribution relative to the SUV.
In Fig. 2, we present FDG TACs for the targeted myocardial
ROIs (arrow) in Fig. 1 and the respective LV blood pool ROIs
to demonstrate the variance in the contrast between the two
regions. In fact, this variance largely depends on the postinjection scan time, thereby denoting the importance of 4D
PET acquisitions and FDG kinetic evaluation. Moreover, we
show the respective Patlak plots and fitted slope Ki parameters
to provide a 1-to-1 correspondence between our qualitative
and quantitative results. For the 3rd case, we may also note
how the subtraction of the reference TAC in ROI 2 from the
target TAC in ROI 1 resulted in a new TAC with milder
inclination, As a result the respective Ki (slope) score dropped
from the false ACS+ (>0.017) range to the true ACS+ (>0.005
& <0.017) range.

Fig. 1. Presentation of four selected characteristic ACS positive or negative
clinical 18F-FDG PET/MR cases, where all LGE (1st column), SUV (2nd
column) and direct 4D Patlak Ki (3rd column) images may be required to infer
diagnosis.

In the 1st case (1st row) we observe diffuse myocardial FDG
uptake of very high SUV and Ki (>0.017) scores, matched
only with negative LGE (LGE-), which agrees with a falsepositive ACS (false ACS+) indication, overall denoted as MR/PET+, due to non-ACS-specific physiological FDG uptake.
For the 2nd case (2nd row), we observed a focal-on-diffuse
FDG myocardial uptake pattern with very high SUV and Ki
(>0.017) scores across all the diffuse uptake area but only
matching with an LGE+ pattern at the focal section of the
focal-on-diffuse uptake pattern, suggesting a true-positive
ACS (true ACS+) indication with possible contribution of

Fig. 2. (1st column): Time-activity curves (TACs) of SUV mean scores,
extracted from the left-ventricle blood pool as well as selected myocardial
ROIs designated in Fig. 1. (2nd column): Standard Patlak (sPatlak) analysis on
mean activity concentration scores (Bq/ml) from the same ROIs and dynamic
frames.
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In Fig. 3, we demonstrate in clinic the benefits of employing
our proposed hybrid Ki/LGE (3 rd column) method vs. hybrid
SUV/LGE (2nd column) or LGE alone to capture and monitor
ACS response to treatment intervention between baseline (1 st
row) and a first follow-up (2nd row) scan, as well as how the
same ACS response is reflected quantitatively by evaluating
the respective ROI TACs and quantitative Ki scores. In the
baseline exam, we note again a more focal Ki vs. a focal-ondiffuse SUV pattern at a region matching with LGE+.
Moreover, for the follow-up exam, we clearly observe absence
of Ki signal for the same region and the neighboring LV blood
pool, in contrast to the SUV image where a non-negligible LV
blood pool FDG signal remains present. Finally, the respective
dynamic and Patlak analysis (3rd row) revealed the importance
of Ki/LGE imaging for assessing ACS responses to treatment,
as the evaluated Ki scores, at a region matched with LGE+
pattern, dropped from the true ACS+ range (>0.005 & <0.017)
at the baseline exam to the true ACS- range (<0.005) at
follow-up.

attain sufficiently high contrast-to-noise scores and enhance
detectability of ACS-induced PET lesions.
In future, we plan to investigate the utilization of the more
quantitative generalized Patlak model within a similar 4D
nested parametric image reconstruction framework to account
for potential FDG uptake reversibility in the myocardium and
improve Ki quantitative accuracy [58],[59],[68-70] Besides,
the presence of underlying FDG uptake reversibility has
previously been reported in literature multiple times for
certain tissues [71-75]. Moreover, we have shown the
underestimation of Ki in regions where the reversibility is
neglected as well as the recovery of the lost Ki intensity with
the gPatlak method [68-70]. In addition, we are currently
expanding the validation of the presented 4D parametric
framework for a larger cohort of patients to further evaluate its
role in enhancing diagnostic specificity and in assessing ACS
response to corticosteroid treatment.
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